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Transportation 

Energy

Food

Transportation accounts for almost half of noxious air 

pollution, more than a third of greenhouse gas emissions, 

and one quarter of common air contamination and almost 

one-fifth of water toxicity. To make a difference: 

< Walk, bike, carpool or take transit to get to one of your 

regular destinations each week.

< If you are moving, choose a home within a 30-minute 

bike, walk or transit ride from your daily destinations. A 

convenient place to live reduces the amount you drive, 

which means you'll lower your greenhouse gas emissions 

and other pollutants.

Wasting energy hurts nature and your wallet because 

energy efficiency means lower bills as well as less 

pollution. Here's how to stem your energy leaks:

< Reduce your home cooling/heating and electricity use. 

A more energy-efficient home will lower your utility bills 

and reduce the emissions that cause climate change. Find 

out how you can increase energy efficiency in your home 

through the Energy Guides for Homes and other 

programs.

< Choose energy-efficient appliances. Like efficient 

bulbs, TV, refrigerators and air conditioner etc

There are so many humans on the planet, simply feeding 

ourselves has led to all kinds of environmental havoc air 

and water pollution, loss of soil and reduced biodiversity. 

We can have a huge effect on climate change by simply 

changing a few of our food habits. Here's how.

< Eat wisely. Choose foods that are local, organic and 

low on the food chain whenever possible. Make the most 

of seasonal foods.

< Take care of your trash. Composting all organic waste 

and recycling paper, cardboard, cans and bottles will help 

reduce the greenhouse gas emissions associated with 

landfills.

Pollution seems to integrate itself into all the hemispheres 

i.e. Air, Water and Land connectively termed as the 

biosphere that all life persists. By definition the word 

'pollute' is quoted  as to make sth dirty or no longer pure, 

esp by adding harmful or unpleasant substances to it'.  A 

very simple concept and easily digestible too.  A spill of 

oil into a bucket of water would make it undesirable for 

usage isn't it? Meaning it gets dirty. No longer pure. Not 

potable for consumption either. 

Pollution for us might be an innovative word but it had 

been a cliché used by earth for ages. Longer than we 

humans ever go into reality. Rolling back into the pages 

of the chronology the luxurious habitat so called as the 

Earth was not too hospitable around 4.5 billion years ago. 

It was nothing but a large molten mass with no or slight 

atmospheric significance. Planetesimals trashed the 

planet into a never ending doom day. Epochs of time 

elapsed away with consolidated crust and gave away 

large amounts of reducing gases and water vapor 

entrapped in the boiling magma underneath. These were 

the first signs of atmospheric accumulation around our 

home planet. Condensation revealed the mighty oceans 

and in turn brought up the evolution of organic life forms 

such as prokaryotes. 

Photosynthetic process brought up the key ways of 

conversion of energy into matter and the production of 

oxygen as a biproduct. Most of the oxygen produced got 

embedded with other metals found in the rocks to form 

various forms of oxides. But relatively the process over 

leaped the saturation level and ended up into a great 

catastrophe which is scientifically termed as the Great 

Oxygenation Event (GOE). Extinction followed with 

succession through resistance and adaptation to the 

prevailing conditions in that time frame. 

Nature had always been a part of our lives. Portraits of 

cavemen bring up a visualization of the great link 

between their souls and nature itself. 

A C C U S A T I O N O R A 
T H O U G H T O U T O F T H E 
B O X , W H A T D O Y O U 
T H I N K ?
Afsal Hussain
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From the tools they utilized to hunt and memorize the 

stories of their livelihood on the walls. Nature had given 

them, warmth, care and more over exquisite flavors to 

quench the various desires. But the ever raging desire for 

satisfaction never broke down. Curiosity and hardship 

made the tiny seed to shoot to a modern world, a world of 

civilization we live in today.

The humongous natural resources are now nearly up to its 

brink of exhaustion. This doesn't end all, the ratio of 

consumption with that of deposition is exponentially 

shooting up with time. Technology got accused in front of 

pollution. Alternatives plotted out paths of gaps in 

between but not too far. Perfection was the only solution. 

A goal which is not impossible but not close by.

Nature had its own secrets in its own mechanisms and 

processes it deals with stabilization and to run. Little we 

know of it. Interrogating it today as harmful or waste 

might one day confound us as the basic tool for sustaining 

life in its accord.

M I C R O B I O L O G Y B E H I N D
C O R A L B L E A C H I N G
Hamdhoon Mohamed

Coral Bleaching is a serious problem affecting the reefs 

of Maldives. A major coral bleaching was reported on 

1998 which affected 98 percent of coral reefs in 

Maldives. Coral Bleaching is mainly due to loss of 

symbiotic protozoa from the coral polyps.

This article will look closely on the microorganism 

involved in the Coral Bleaching and stress involved in 

perspective of the microorganism.

Zooxanthellae

Zooxanthellae are flagellate protozoa (commonly 

mistaken for an algae) that are golden-brown. They are 

symbiotic organisms which live inside the host (coral).  

Coral bleaching is due to stress induced expulsion, death 

or loss of pigmentation in Zooxanthellae.

In the ambient environment, Zooxanthellae and coral are 

in a symbiotic relationship in which the coral obtain 

enhanced growth and clarification rate. In return the 

protozoa get shelter and protection against predators. 

Zooxanthellae directly or indirectly experience the stress 

that their containing coral undergo. Two of the frequent 

stress includes exposure to air during the low tide and 

damage from solar radiation in shallow water.

Predominant cause of coral bleaching is fluctuation of 

temperature. The protozoans loose their cell adhesion 

and get detached from the endodermal cells of corals. 

Changes in water chemistry also affect the mutuality 

relationship between the Zooxanthellae and corals. 

Decrease in pH (acidification) of oceans is mainly due to 

uptake of anthropogenic (produced due to human 

activities) Carbon dioxide from atmosphere. Acidity of 

sea water affects the enzymes present in the 

Zooxanthellae resulting death.

Corals reefs are indispensible for the islands. So next 

time when you hear about coral bleaching please 

remember about these small fascinating organisms which 

is essential for the growth of the coral reefs. 

M Y E C O L O G I C A L F O O T 
P R I N T
Mareer Mohamed Husny

When any one kicks off any project or any activities we 

always map out the outcome before the project. This 

simple investigation is a must in the entire project. 

Because it indicates where are we. Indicates how we can 

proceed. It indicates what measures to be taken and what 

not to be taken.

Our goal of living an environmental lifestyle could only 

be achieved if we know how much we consume our own 

habitat. Generally this means locating or calculating our 

ecological foot print.
continued on page 7 P
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